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What should I know already? What will I know by the end of the unit? 

 To take rubbings of different textures 
and patterns (e.g. leaf, brick, coin etc.). 

 To have some experience in basic 
printing (e.g. hand, finger, potato etc.). 

 To use stencils to make a picture. 

 To have some experience making simple 
patterns. 

 To explore printing simple pictures with 
a range of hard and soft materials e.g. 
cork, sponge, bubble wrap. 

 To roll printing ink over found objects to 
create patterns e.g. plastic mesh, 
stencils. 

 To use equipment correctly and be able 
to produce a clean printed image. 

 To build repeating patterns and 
recognise pattern in the environment. 

Focus artist: Focus artwork: 
Found Object Printing 

 
Found object printing is where 

you take everyday objects and 
use them to print patterns and 
designs. You carefully apply 
paint or ink to the sides or edges 
of an object and then press the 
object against another material, 
such as paper. You can create 
different patterns by layering the 
printings next to or on top of 
each other. 
   
 

 
 
 

Some examples of 
found object 

printing. 

Vocabulary I will need to know: 

Found Object Art Art that is created by using materials and objects found by the 

artist (usually using recycled and unwanted materials). 

Material The substance used to make something. 

Hard A material that is solid or firm, and that cannot easily be bent or 
broken. 

Soft A material that is easy to squash, mould or cut, and can have its 
shape changed easily.  

Roller A device used to spread ink/paint evenly over a printing block. 

Ink A coloured liquid used for printing.  

Stencil A piece of card/plastic with holes in the shape of a pattern. Ink is 
applied through the holes to recreate the pattern of the stencil.  

Print Make patterns or text in large amounts by a mechanical process 
involving the transfer of ink to paper. 

Relief printing Printing from a raised image/surface. 

Block printing A technique of printing (usually using wooden blocks) where the 

pattern is carved into a block, which is then used for printing.  

Pattern A repeated, decorative design.  
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